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SMOOTH INTERPOLATING CURVES OF

PRESCRIBED LENGTH AND MINIMUM CURVATURE1

JOSEPH W. JEROME

ABSTRACT.  It is shown that, among all smooth curves of length not

exceeding a prescribed upper bound which interpolate a finite set of planar

points, there is at least one which minimizes the curvature in the  L    sense.

Thus, we show to be sufficient for the solution of the problem of minimum

curvature a condition, viz., prescribed length, which has been known to be

necessary for at least a decade.   The proof extends immediately to curves in

R", n > 2.

Introduction.   Garrett Birkhoff has conjectured the existence of a curve

of minimum integral mean square curvature, interpolating a finite set of

planar points, provided a feasible upper bound is prescribed for the length

of the interpolating curve.  The purpose of this note is to confirm this con-

jecture.  It is dedicated to Professor Birkhoff on the occasion of his sixty-

fourth birthday. That this condition of prescribed length is necessary was

shown earlier by Birkhoff and de Boor [l]. It is now seen to be a natural

necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of smooth interpolating

curves of minimum curvature provided the point set is not collinear.

1. Interpolating curves of minimum curvature.  Let 9 - \(x ¿, y .)}■„

describe a set of points in R    with N> 1   and let  LQ > 0 be given.  Our

basic hypothesis is the following.

(H)  There is a function r(s) = (x(s), y(s)),  0 <s < L,  such that

(i) L < L0,

(ii)  (x,y)£W2'2(0, L)xW2'2(0, L),

(iii) 9 C \(x(s), y(s)): 0<s<Li,

(iv) (dx/ds)2 + (dy/ds)2 = 1, 0 < s < E.
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Hypothesis (H) insures that there is a smooth interpolating curve of

length E,  not exceeding E_,  parametrized by arc length with a well-defined

(a.e.) square integrable curvature

k(s) = \(d2x/ds2)2 + (d2y/ds2)2\Vl = \dO/ds\

where  0 is the usual polar angle.  Here  W •  (0, E) represents the real

Sobolev class of functions / such that /, /   are absolutely continuous on

[0, L] with /     square integrable.   Our fundamental existence result is the

following.

Theorem.   Let  U denote the set of vector functions satisfying hypothesis

(H).  Then there is at least one vector function whose graph is of minimum

L -curvature, i.e., for which !/n k  (s)ds\     is a minimum.

Remark.  A related result, in which the curves were plane graphs of real

functions defined on a compact interval, was obtained by the writer in [3].

The hypothesis of curve length not exceeding  E.  is a localizing condition.

A global minimum is not achievable, in general, as pointed out by Birkhoff

and de Boor [l], if no restriction is made on the lengths of the interpolating

curves.  Notice that, in the Theorem, we do not require the curve to pass

through the points of j   in any prescribed order.

Proof of Theorem.   Let ÎÔ = W2>2(0, LQ) x W2'2(0, LQ). ¡3 isa Hubert

space with inner product

L       2       2

(L' *) = /0°ZI D'f.(s)D'his)ds.
t'-l 7=0

Every function r_ satisfying (H) can be identified with a member of u)  with

the same mean square curvature; x and y ate extended as linear functions

of s to L <s < Lq.  The mapping which embeds  U into UJ is denoted by /.

Note that, for every / eJU, (dfl/ds)2 + (df2/ds)2 = 1  for 0 < 5 < LQ.

Now define the mapping  T: S -» E 2(0, LQ) x E2(0, LQ) by Tf =

(D2/j, D2/ ).  If a = inf i||T/|| : / £ J U\, where
-    L2XL2    -

m2L2XL2--\\D2f1\\2L2+\\D2f2\\ir

then we seek a function F £ JU such that

^TF-K^2={ttK2{s)dsY = a-
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The verification of the existence of such an  F requires three stages:

JU  is weakly closed in  (b;  T maps weakly convergent sequences onto

similar such sequences; and, every minimizing sequence is bounded in  W.

To see that JU is weakly closed, let \f   \ C JU with /    —>. f £¡íi.

Notice that /   .  and Df   . converge uniformly to /. and Df. respectively,

i = 1, 2,  since the injection (b —» C  [0, LQ] x C  [0, LA is compact and the

image of a weakly convergent sequence under a compact mapping is converg-

ent.  Clearly, then

(1) (df/ds)2 + (df/ds)2 =1    for 0 < s < L0

since a corresponding relation holds for each /   .   It remains to show that

j C H/jCs), f (s)): 0 < s < LQ\. Thus, fix a point  (x^, y+) £ 9. For the

n = 1, 2, - - let sn £ [0,  LQ] satisfy /„U„) = (**, y*).

If s^   is an accumulation point of \s   } then / (s ) = (x#, y^).   Indeed,

let  e > 0 and, by the equicontinuity of  \f  j! on  [0, EQ], select 8>0 such that

\s - t\ < 8 =*\f j(s) -/  .(t)\ < e/2 fot each n = 1, 2, • • ..  Then, if nQ  satisfies

kn0-sj<<5 and   l/i(s*)-/„0,(s+)| <e/2, we have

l/,(sJ-*J < |/,(sj-/     ,UJ| + |/     As.)-f     As    )\<e.11 I      * *' —  IJ1      * nQÍ     * uîïq 1      * "Ol     "0

Thus /,(s+) = x+  and a similar argument shows that /2(-s;t.) = y*.  We con-

clude that JU  is weakly closed.

Suppose now that /   —» / in 10. We show that Tf —>Tf  in  E  (0, LQ) x

L2(0, E0). Let <£ = (c/>j,<p2)e E2(0, EQ)x L2(0, LQ). It suffices to show

(Tf  , (pi   2      2  —» (T/, </>)   -      2  as rz —♦ oo. Select  </<- e ffl  such that  TiA= <£.

Then, using the notation Df = (D/j, Df2) we have

</„• *W + <*>£.•  D,A)L2xL2 + (^   ̂ W2

-(/,«A)l2xl2 + (D/,D^)l2xl2 + (T/,^)l2xL2

since /   —» /.  Now by the aforementioned uniform convergence of /     to /

and Df     to Df, it follows that Tf   —» T/.

Finally, suppose that /     is a minimizing sequence, i.e.,  \f   ! C /(i and

(2) I|TlJL2xL2  ^a    3S  n^°°-

Then  \f   \ is bounded in  UJ.  Indeed,
J- n

(3) {DLn>  DLn>L2XL2 = L0> n=l,2,...,
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by (1).  Also, for n = 1, 2, • • •

/„ 1U) = X0 *  //    C l(ff) d0' <n 2(s) = y 0 +  {*    fn 2{a) da
n n

so that

(4) max    í|/nI(s)|2+|/n2U)|2¡<2(|x0|2+|y0|2+2L2).
0<s<Lg

It follows from (2), (3) and (4) that \f   \ is bounded in iß.

Theorem 1 is now a consequence of the following lemma, quoted from

[3].

Lemma 1.  Let  X  be a reflexive Banach space, Y a normed linear space

and U a weakly closed subset of X.   Let  T be a mapping with the property

that  Tx     is weakly convergent to  Tx in  Y  if x     is weakly convergent to

x in X.   Then, if there exists a bounded sequence  \x   \ C U such that
' n

||Tx   ||y —> inf !||Tx||y.: x £ U\ = a, there is an element xQ £ U satisfying

\\Tx0\\Y- a,.

Remark. In the case of graphs of interpolating functions on a compact

interval, it was shown via the Gâteaux derivative that a solution of minimum

continuous curvature exists locally satisfying the differential equation l3j

d K./ds    +k'/2 = 0.  Forsythe and Lee [2] have carried out a formal calculus

of variations for the nonlinear (open) spline curves considered here, re-

quiring only that the spline curves pass through the points of  J   consec-

utively.  As necessary conditions, they deduce the continuity of the curva-

ture as well as the (loe al) defining differential equation  id k/ds   + k      ) = 0.

For the deduction of these conditions by function calculus methods for a

solution  F, guaranteed by Theorem 1, cf. [4].  We mention finally that

Theorem 1 is valid for curves in  R",  n > 2.  The curvature, in this case, is

the usual expression

k(s) = \(d/ds)(dx/ds, " •, dx /ds)\

where the curve x = x(s) is parametrized by arc length.

Remark added in proof.  It has been brought to the author's attention that

the failure of the existence of a global minimum is mentioned also (in addi-

tion to [l]) in the technical report, Nonlinear interpolation by splines,

pseudosplines and elástica, authored by G. Birkhoff, H. Burchard and D.

Thomas as General Motors Research Publication 468, Warren, Michigan,

February 3, 1965.
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